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Introduction:
The use of Missouri Super Duty Refractories in steel ,pl ant service
is not new, a lthough their use in blast furna ce service has been
limited chiefly to stove installa tions.

They have, however, been used

in a suff icient number of places .mere severe operating conditions exist,
so th at they are a definitely known Cluantity and they have consistently
shovm much longer service under conditions of high temperatures and
contact with slag and molten iron.
One outstanding comparison of the service which these brick give
over ordinary first Cluality brick is in the bottom of a malleable iron
furnace.

No first quality refractory has successfully been used for

this service, and until A. P. Green Fire Brick Company pioneered this
service for their super duty brick it was necessary for the malleable
operator to use a sand bottom and rebuild the bottom at the end of each
week.

No first CJ.uality refractories had lasted over thirty to thirty-

five heats under these conditions, but super duty brick consistently
give from one hundred to one hundred and fifty heats; making it much more
economical to use these brick for this service.

It must be remembered

that in malleable bottoms the brick are subjected to the direct erosion
of molten metal and slag at 3000 o F., which is extremely severe service.
Data and Discussion:
In the evaluation of any brick for a particular service it is
the usual practice to compare the physical properties of the brick under
consideration with those of brick which are actually used in the service.
Before recommending super duty refractories for blast furnace service,
complete physical tests were run on several brands of standard blast
fUrnace refractories and

comparison~were

made with the known physical
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Fig. 1.

Diagramatic layout of blast furnace.

properties of Missouri fire clay refractories.

The compe.risons revea led

that in every respect super duty brick were better.

Test data is given

later in this paper.
It also is understood that in recommending a fire brick for a given
service the investiga tor must have a comprehensive knowledge of all the
service conditions which exist in the contemplated furnace.

The wri tar

has made a study of these conditions from the existing data on the subject
as well as from examinations of linings a t the end of campaigns of a
number of furnaces.
The existing data indicates that the refractories used in a modern
blast furnace are subjected to several different conditions.

Ba sed

on this knowledge, the furnace may be and usually is considered as being
divided into several o.ifferent zones or areas.

A separation of the

refractories has long been made into Top Quality, Inwall Q,u ali ty, and
Hearth and Bosh "Luality.

'~his,

of course, recognizes the three main

sections of the blast furnace and its division into the top inwall, the
middle inwall and the lower inwall, which latter is also extended to
include the bosh, the hearth area and , the bottom (See Figure I).
In the top inwall section the refractories are subjected to rather
low temperatures, of course, but in the area around the stock line the
refractories are subjected to an appreciable amount of abrasion and
wear from the introduction of the charge as it drops from the . bell and
is distributed around the periphery of the furnace.

The charge of'

limestone and coke as well as the ore often times hits the linings with
considerable force.

This jarring and bumping, as well as scraping

of the charge against the sidewall in its subsequent travel through the
furnace, ,loosens, abrades, and finally knocks out some

01'

the refractory
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lining.

This action at the stock line has been lessened 'to some extent

by the use of wearing plates in the stock line area but often it will
be noted that the lining is appreciably gouged out
, just below the area
which is protected by wearing plates.
Below this gouged out area of the lining and extending down an
indefinite distance the middle inwall section is often found to be
not as badly worn.

This, of' course, is not a definite area and its

exten t may vary greatly in dif'f'erent furnaces Cllld may also vary between
' campaigns in the same furnace, depending upon variations in stock distribution and channeling which may take place in the furnace.

In this

area tbe temperatures are not high, as far as the normal resistance to
heat, or good quality refractories, is concerned.

But there are other

factors which develop during the campaign of a furnace which affect
the refractories in this area.

It is usually considered that good,

f'irst quality refractories will satisfactorily withstand the service in
this area, but in the minds of some operators there is a strong question
as to whether the present refractories are all that can be desired in
this area.
The part of the stacle which usually receives the most wear extends
from tbe bottom of this rather indefinite area to the top of the bosh
section or to the mantel.

It is usually this area of the stack which

is f'irst to show signs of serious wear.

If the refractories in the

stack cause the campaign of the furnace to be ended it.is usually found
that the hot spot develops in this area.

Current blast furnace refractor-

ies manufacturers, recognizing the need for good refractories in this
area have "sweetened" the mix used in their Hearth and Bosh Quality until
it is more refractory than ordinary first quali~y brick.' This may be

5.

partly responsible for some of the longer campaigns which ,have been
attained in the last decade or so.

There are, of course, other reasons

for this longer campaign life and it is diffi cult, ii' not impossible,
to say that anyone factor is the reason for it.
The increased refractoriness of the Hearth and Bosh quality
refractory is continued on down through the bosh and the hearth into the
bottom where experience has taught that the best refractories available
are none too good.

In many cases the reason for the ending of a blast

furnace campaign will be found in a failure of the bottom refractories -

.

either because of the quality of the refractories used or because of faulty
installation.

Because of the severe temperature and slag erosion in

this area of the furnace, and the lack of adequate cooling facilities,
the refractory manufacturer watches the quality of the bottom blocks
with great care and the operator insists upon uniformity of sizes to
assure tight joints.
Since we have seen that the blast furnace refractories are divided
into three general types of brick, an examination of the physical
properties of each of these has been made to ascertain just how well
suited they are to withstand the service which they enoounter.
have been run upon a number of samples of the different
brick.

Tests

~anufacturers'

Most of the tests conducted on the various refractories are

standard tests and, therefore, will not be described.

However, the

carbon monoxide disintegration test and the cold abrasion test are
unusual and will be described.
In order to study the effect of the gases which are generated on
the inside of a blast furnace, upon the refractories which are used

6.

in it's lining , a number of different forms of laboratory e quipment
have been evolved.

Regardless of t h e form of the equipment, the

apparatus consists essentiaJ_ly of a carbon monoxide generator, and a
gas tight chamber where the gas is brought into contact vlith the refractories, under definitely controlled temperature conditions.
One such aIJparatus is shown in Figure 2.

Others of equal success

have been developed, having various capacities and having different
types of equipment.

Fig. 2. - CO generator
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In the illustra ti on formic acid which is contained in bottle (J.)
i s s iphoned out so th at it will drop into the bottle or still (2).
The spee d a t lilh ich the formic a cid drops int o t he bottle (2), wh ich
is pa rtly filled vii th phos :phoric a cid, is controlled by a stop-cock
in the line l e adine: to the bottle.

The bottle of phos phoric acid

rests upon, and is heate d by, an ele ctric hot pl ate.

The gener ation

of carbon monoxide gas is based upon the reaction of formic acid upon
phosphoric a cid according to the rea ction
H2 C02

+

2H3P0 4

=

41120 + - CO

+ P205

Since considerable w-at e r is genera ted in the reaction, it is necessary
to eliminate it from the still which is accomplished by the use of the
hot plate.

The temperature of bottle {2} or the still is controlled

at 275 0 F.

The carbon monoxide and the water vapor leave the generator

and enter the condenser and water bottle (3) where the water vapor is
condensed leaving the carbon monoxide free to enter the reaction chamber

(4).
In this particular investigation, the rate of application of the
formic acid was controlled so that approximately four cubic feet of
carbon monoxide was generated per hour.
The reaction chamber (4) consists of a monel tube, approximately
six inches in diameter and twenty four inches long , flanged on each
end for the application of a cap and gasket to make it air tight.
The cap on each end is tapped and a short nipple inserted to enable
the carbon monoxide gas to enter the chamber, react with the test
specimen and exhaust to the atmosphere through a bubbling bottle (5).
The bUbbling bottle eliminates any possible counter flow of gas and
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makes the flow of gas through the system visible at all times.
Two hot plates a re placed under the reaction chamber and
separated from direct contact by asbestos, and the entire chamber is
insulated.

A thermocouple is placed in the chamber attached to the

thermostat (6) in order that the temperature of the furnace might
be accurately and continuously controlled.

In the ca se of this

investigation, the temperature was beld at 850 0 F. throughout the
entire run of the furnace on the test.
Various investigators have used varying lengths of time for
the test of resistance to disintegration caused by the carbon monoxide.
Some investiGators have used fifty hours,. others one hundred hours,
while one or two have extended the test for one thousand hours.

In

the test data referred to in this paper, the length of the test runs
was two hundred hours.
Each time the test was run, in order to assure that

~. the

conditions

which occurred in the reaction chamber were such as to promote disintegration, it was necessary to include a "standard".

The standard

consisted of a test specimen size of a refractory which was known to
have low resistance to the disintegrating effect of the gas.

When, at

the end of a run of the furnace the 'tstandard" showed signs of serious
disintegration, it was known that the atmosphere was conductive to
disintegration even though the test samples might

~ot

Show any.

The test specimen consisted of cubes two inches on a side and
were cut from larger pieces of the refractory which was under investigation.

The cutting of the cubes was done with a silicon carbide saw

and it was always endeavored to cut the specimen in such a manner that
three or more of the faces were the original face of the refractory brick.
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ABRASION RESIS'lt-JIJCE TEST
The abrasion test is one developed in the laboratory of the
A. P. Green Fire Brick Company.

It is one that was develpped specifically

in connection with this investigation and is therefore not a standard
test as recognized by the American Society for Testing Materials.
The test was developed and conducted on the machine shown in
Pigure 3.

The eqUipment consi sted of an old Universal Tool Grinder

which was altered in such a manner that it adeQuately differentiated
between the relative hardness of the various test specimen, and produeed
a numerical value as a designation of the hardness.
The movable table on vmich the test specimen were clamped was
adjustible and was capable of being moved in three planes mutually
at right angles to each other.
propelled by a

t

A coarse grained grinMng wheel,

h.p. motor, was mounted in a stationary position

above the movable table.

The speed of the motor was 3450 r.p.m. while

that of the driven abrasion wheel was 3775 r.p.m..

The stone was 9

inches in diameter and 3/8 inch vdde, being manufactured by the
Abrasive Company, Tacony and Fraley Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., and
is identified as Abrasive, E 209-PB-6l.

10.

F i g . 3 . - Co l d abrasion tester .

The test

bric l~

I

were clamped rig idly to the table wi .th the long-

itudinal axis of the specimen pa rallel to the axis passing through the
center of the g rinding wheel d isc.

The posit ion was such th a t the

g rind ing wheel wo uld cut a 3/8 inch groove acro s s the four and one
half inch dimension of the 4-1/2" x 9" face of the brick.
which the test was conducted, was a lways the pDS
face.

oppos~te

The face upon
the branded

11.

A very light cut was taken across the face of the test specimen
first in order to smooth up any irregularities that might have occurred
in the surface.

The table was then raised an amount which judgement

and experience dictated to be about right, and then by trial, or several
trials, a determination was made of the maximum depth of groove which
could be cut in the test specimen, while feeding the brick into the
wheel at the rate of one inch pe r second approximately, without stalling
the wheel.

After the correct depth was determined, several checks were

made to assure the accuracy of the deter.minati9n.
The comparitive degree of vitrification, or the relative hardness
of the brick is then in inverse ratio to the depth of the cut which
it was possible to make in the brick.
The data given in Tables I, II, III andJV, are not necessarily
the results obtained on any particular sample but are representative
of a number of different samples tested.
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TABLE I
BLA.ST FURNACE 'l'0P q,UALI'l'Y FIRE BRI CK

I:Iissouri
Hard Burned ,
Super Duty+

1st Quality
Hi ssouri

Kentucky Blast
1!urnace Refre.ctories

"A"

"Ell

............
Porosity ..........
Cold Abrasion .....

33-34

32- 33

32- 32-:;;-

31- 32

12.4)1,

16 i~

11.5%

15.4%

.125

.200

.100

.250

Resistance to CO*

]'ig . 21

Fig. 24

Fig . 18

P .C .E .

'I

* Standard Missouri Super Duty Refractories are burned commercially at
approximately cone 14.
+ Hard Burned Super Duty Missouri Refractories are burned comme rcially
at cone 20 or higher

TABLE II

BLAST FURNACE Th1'I.ALL 1UALI'lY FIR}!; BRICK

Missouri
l1Iissouri
Hard Burn. Super
1st Qual.
Super-Duty Duty
Missouri
--~--

Volume Change in
2912~F., 5 Hr. Reheat

Cant.
3.0;;&

Exp .

1.7%

App. Porosity Before
2912°F. Heheat
True Porosity Before
2912°F. Reheat

Kentucky
Blast Furnace
Refractories

"A"
Exp.
3.6%

Exp.

"B"
Exp.

23.57; 11.1%

14.9%
16.95%

17.45%

17.8'%

App. Porosity After
2912°F. Reheat

8.8~

8.8%

2.6%

True Porosity After
2912°l!~. Reheat

13.63%

18.19%

14.23~~

30.30% 27.30%

P.C.E.

33-34

33-34

32-33

32-33

32~-- 33

Cold Abrasion

.175

.300

.200

.100

.125

14.22% 18.65%

Polished Section Before
Reheat
Fig. 27

Fig. 26

Fig. 34

Fig. 30 Fig. 33

Polished Section After
Reheat
Fig. 36

Fig. 35

Fig. 43

Fig. 39 Fig. 42

Resistance to CO

Fig. 25

Fig. 24

Fig . 17 Fi g . 19

Fi g . 21

140

TiJ3LJ~

III

Missouri
Hard Burned
Super Dut y
Volurile change in
2912°l!' . Re heat 5 Hrs .

Cont.

Missouri
Super
Duty
Exp .

Kentucky
Blast Furnace
Refractori es
"At!

"Btl

3 .0J~

1.'7%

Exp .
'7 .4~b

Exp .
22 . 5~b

App . Porosity Befor e
2912°F. Reheat

12.4;0

15.'7 ,~

14. '7 ~'b

13.8lb

True Porosity Before
2912°F Hehe a t

16.95%

17.45%

16.05%

18.65%

App . Porosity After
2912°F . Rehe at

8 08i~

8.8;';

14.0%

13 .6%

True Porosity After
2912°F. Rehe at

13.63%

18.19 ~b

36.0%

32 .0~~

P .C.E .

33-34

33-34

32- 33

32-~-33

Cold Abrasion

.1'75

.300

.080

.150

Polished Section Before
Rehea t

Fig . 2'7

Fig. 26

Fig. 31

Fig. 32

Poli shed Section After
Reheat

Fig. 36

Fi g . 35

Fig. 40

Fig . 41

Resistance to CO

:V'"'i g . 21

Fig. 25

Fig . 23

Fi g . 20

1 5 ..

TABL8 IV

BLAST FURNACE 4:~-" x 9"
Mi ssouri
Hard
Burned
Supe r
Duty

X

18" BO'rrOIJI BLOCKS

Missouri
Super
Duty

Kentucky Bl as t Furnace
Refra ctories

"B"
Volume Change in
29l2°F. Rehea t 5 Hrs.

Cont.
2 .4%

Exp .
1.4%

Cont.
5.4%

Cont.
3.0%

Exp.
3.0%

16.6% 21.5%

16.2%

App . porosity Before

29l2°F . Rehea t

l3 .6?~

True Porosity Before
29l2°F . Reheat

l7.2~

16 .5%

App . Porosity After
.7 % 10 .9 7~

2912°J!' . Reheat
True Porosity After
29l2°F . Reheat
2642°F. Hot Load
Test

11.85%

16.4%

Cont.
3 .2%

Cont.
6.0%

P .C.E .

33- 34

Cold Abra sion

.125"

33-34
.800 tt

32~-33

32-33

.300"

.500"

33

.175"

Polished Section
Before Reheat

Fig . 29

Fi g . 28

Fig . 45 Fi g . 46 Fi g . 44

Polished Section
After Reheat

Fig . 38

Fig. 37

Fi g . 48 Fi g. 49 Fig. 47

Resistance to CO

Fig . 22

Fig. 25

Fi g. 19 Fig . 20 Fig . 16
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While the physical properties 'which a brick possesses give a
I

very gpod indication of what might be expected from it in actual service,
there are also other properties that might well be investigated.

In

dealing with brick of the nature of Missouri super duty, it soon becomes
apparent that the difference in P.C.E. value between them and first
quality brick does not tell the whole story.

That is, while the dif-

ference in P.C.E. value is only about one to one and a half cones, the
difference in service, where the temperatures are high, often is in
the neighborhood of 200 to 300 per cent better in the case of the super
duty brick.

The probable reason for this paradox lies in the chemical

and pyrochemical properties of the two types of

brick~

Let us develop

this point further·o
The only stable form of alumina and silica at high temperatures
is the mineral mullite (3Al2032Si02).

Therefore, if any fire clay

refractory is subjected to sufficiently high hea t for long enough time,
a mineralization process sets up within the brick so that the alumina
combines with the silica in the mullite ratio, that is three to two o
This usually leaves an excess of silica which cannot combine with
alumina.

It is, therefore, free to combine with any chemical con-

stituents for which it has an affinity.

Some of the evailable elements

for this combination are sodium, potassium, iron, magnesium, and calcium.
Silica in itself is, of course, very refractory, but

~en

combined with

basic materials as mentioned above, the refractoriness greatly diminishes.
The larger the amounts of these bases available, the lower will be the
melting point of the subsequent glass which is formed;

~nd

the lower

the melting point the greater will be the chemical reactivity of this
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glass with slags which come in contact with it in service.

Since in

the case of super duty refractories, the basic impurity content is low,
the quality of glass which is formed is very high, and it is not as
likely to be chemically attacked as much as the regular first quality
brick at equal temperatures.

Thus, Missouri super duty refractories

should stand up better than ordinary first

qual~ty

refractories in the

hottest parts of blast furnaces.
l~e

amount of potential mullite which can be formed can be

closely figured from the chemical analysis of the refractory but the
type of mullite formed and the type and amount of glass which is formed
can best be ascertained by the use of the petrographic microscope.
Below, is a series of thin section photomicrographs which clearly
demonstrate the difference which exists between first quality and super
duty refractories.

In each case the refractories have been reheated

for five hours at 3000° F. entirely surrounded by heat and the thin
section made from the brick heated in this way.

Fig. 4 - Thin Se ction of
first quality
Missouri fire brick
(140 X)

Fig. 5 - Thin section of
first quality Missouri
fire brick (220 X)

Note: the very clear spots are holes in the thin section which were
torn out during grinding.
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In figures 4 and 5 it can readily be seen that the mtillite crystals
(the long needle-like crystals) are r ather large, well defined ones,
imbedded and interlaced in the clearer areas.

The clearer areas are

the glass which has been foI'IlE d and it can be seen that it is present
in rather large amounts.

Fig. 6 - Thin section of
Bla st Furna ce Brick "Alf
Hea rth & Bosh QMal. (140 X)

Fig. 7 - Thin section of
Blast Furnace Brick KAff
Hearth & Bosh Qual. (220 X)
See note on Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 6 and

~igure

? Shaw a commercial blast furnace refractory

of hearth and bosh quality.

'l'his indicates a somewhat lower gla.ss

content evenly distributed over the area.

The refractory was relatively

fine grained, evenly mixed, and gave a slightly better pattern of small
mulli te crystals imbedded in a smaller amount of glass than was
evidenced in the case of the first quality brick. _This shows an improvement over first quality.

Fig. 8 - Thin section of
Super Duty Missouri
fire brick (140 X)

Fig. 9 - Thin section of
Super Duty Missouri
fire brick (220 X)
See note on figures 4 and 5.
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Figures 8 and 9 show a section through one of the high grade flint
grains wi th a small section of the plastic bond clay adjacent to it.
It shows plainly the

sn~ll

amount of glass formed in the flint gr ains

and the typical, rather opaque structure of the flint clay grain.

It

shows also the tight knitting together of the high grade plasti c clay
which has fonned an excellent bond with the flint grain .

Fig . 10 - Thin section of
Hard Burned , Super Duty
Missouri fire brick
(140 X)

Fig . 11 - Thin section of
Hard Burne d , Supe r
Duty Missouri fire
brick (220 X)
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Figures 10 and 11 show the same characteristic opaQue, fineI

grained, mulli te development in super duty refractori es which gives
the maximum resistance to heat and chemical

react~on.

Petrographic analysis of the scab interfa ce between the slag of
the blast furnace and the refractories, shows that t he flint gr ains
are always the last to go into solution with the slag of the furnace.
These grains, therefore, are more resistant to blast Surnace slags
than the less refractory bond clay.

The well developed sections of

figure 10 and figure 11 show why this is so.
It is a commonly lmown fact that when any fire clay refractory
is overfired it develops a vesicular or bleb structure which has been
attributed to the release of certain gases wi thin the refractory itself,
which in expanding are able to form these blebs or blow holes in the
then soft, sticky refractory.

Th is is a common condition in fire clay

refractories which have been heated beyond their ultimate temperature
resistance.

These blebs or blow holes would

al~ear

on a thin section

as holes in the section and, therefore, the number of blow holes may
be used to indicate roughly the difference in quality between two or
more refractories which have received the same heat treatment.

This

can be seen by a comparison of Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14.
]'igure 12 is that of a standard first quality, fire clay refractory
and shows an abundance of blow holes.
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Fig. 12 - First Quality
Missouri fire brick
(60 X)

Figure 13 is that of a standard Hearth and Bosh quality bl ast
furnace refractory liIhich shows that less bleb structure ha s been
developed and it can be interpreted that less over-firing has taken place.
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Ft g . 14 - Super Duty Missouri
firebrick
(60 X)

Figure 14 shows the development of even fewer holes in the super
duty refra ctory, which indicates t hat it is more refractory and less
susceptible to overfiring at tRe same temperature.
From the investigation of the physical properties

an~

from

observation and study of some of the pyro-chemical properties of the
brick that are being used to line blast furnaces today, as well as
super-duty brick, it is readily apparent that the

super-du~y

brick

have properties wh ich are superior to first quality brick 'but whi ch
for some reason or another may not be adaptable to lining blast furnaces.
In order to truly evaluate Missouri Super Duty refractories for
blast furnace service it is necessary to discuss the parts played by
the different individual physical properties when the brick a re in service
in the furnace.

In order to do this it is necessary to consider some

of the things lNhich take place in the furnace and their re];ation to the
refractories used to line it.
It is well known and frequently observed after the campaign of
a furnace has been completed that the lines of the furnace

~ary

and
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and that it is worn a t some places more than others.
the bricki'<Tork right under the wearing pla tes in t he

In 'many furnaces
s tocl~

worn ba ck so t hat the lining is thinner at this point.

line area is

The lines come

back again below this gouged-out area and are not as a rule wo rn back
as badly to some point from fifteen to twenty feet above the mantel.
From this point to t h e mantel the lining is again vro rn back to a greater
extent t han the lining above it.

The lines of this worn area come

back rapidly at the mantel, due to cooling, to the lines of the
refractory a t the bosh.

Due to the relatively thin lining and the

extreme water cooling of the bosh and hearth area the wear is rather
uniform.

In the bottom, however, again evidence of great refractory

wear may be seen in the lRrge salamanders tha t form in many bla st
furnaces

0

There are, of course, reasons and different ones f or the uneven
wearing of the f urna ce lines.

In one part it is heat accompanied by

slag action; in others it is disintegration of the refractory lining
caused by the action of carbon monoxide, in others it may be a combination of these coupled with the wearing or scarifying action of the
abrasive charge, and in others it may be spalling of the refractories
due to the hot refractories coming in contact with cold , we t material
after the ori g inal structure of the brick has been altered by heat.
This, of course, is the reason for the different types of brick being
used in different sections of the furnace.

}/Y>"
TOP INWALL

It seems feasible to examine the possible

condit~ons

which may

occur, beginning at the top and continuing down through the furnace.
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Sweetser l states "It is the author's opinion that n%ne knows
just what takes place inside the iron blast furnace, we lqlow what goes
in at the top and at the bottom and what comes out at the top and at
the bottom, and vaguely vJhat radiates into the air and what goes off
wi th the cooling water between the top and the bottom of the blast
furnace.

But we know positively that the t empera ture of the iron and

the slag flowing from the furnace is never constant, neither is the
temperature of the top gases the same for long, and the slag is never
constant; we must strike averages of all these changing conditions".
Around the stock line area the brick wear might be attributed to a
combination of abraSion, disintegration, and spalling.
of the lining a rather inconstant condition exists.

I~

,

this area

Spea~inB

of a

particular furnace, SWeetser2~uotes Kinney as saying, "High gas
velOCity at the inwall is directly responsible for excessive wear and
ultimate deterioration of the stock line section of

t~e

furnace shaft."

While the conditions undoubtedly are continually changing, enough
observations have been made to know probably what are the average
conditions prevailing.

A strong atmosphere of carbon monoxide is

present under considerable pressure wb. ich forces the gas v.[ell into the
lining, completely penetrat ing the refractor ies.

The action of carbon

monoside upon refractories has been well i f not completely explored by

.....

a number of independent investigators.

Due to these inve;s tigations it

,

1. Sweetser, R. H., Blast furnace J!ractise. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1938,
p. 176.
2. Sweetser, OPe cit. p. 197.
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is a well known fact tha. t the iron in the refractories inl the uncombined
state causes carbon from the CO gas at certain temperatures to be
deposited around the iron.

This deposition of carbon under ideal con-

ditions of temperature exerts sufficient pressure within the brick
during its deposition to, at times, completely disrupt and disintegrate
the brick to small, crumbly pieces VJhich will readily be worn away by
the descending charge.

The ideal temperature for the formation of the

carbon deposition, according to the work of Nesbit and Bel13, is between
the temperature of 788 0 F. and 878 0 F.

Assuming that these temper-

atures may be in error somev.rhat and tba t the eff'ect of' the decomposition
of the carbon monoxide gas takes place also at temperatures a little
above this, it is reasonable to believe from the work of Kinney4,
Royster 4 , Johnson5 and others that the temperatures which occur near
the face of the refractories in the stock line area are in the .range
of the carbon deposition action, therefore, if the fire brick are
susceptible to the deposition of the carbon, there is bound to be considerable breaking of the refractories in this area of the furnace.
The lining is also subjected to considerable abrasion in this
area because part of the charge as it drops from the bell rolls over
against the lining if the column happens to be low.

Then, as the column

moves dovm through the shaft there is a strong abrasive action of the
ore and the limestone of the charge.

The limestone has not been heated

3 Nesbit, O. E., and Bell, M. L. Fire-brick disintegration. Brick and
Clay Record. v. 62, p. 1042-3 (1923).
4 Kinney, S. P., Royster, P. H., and Joseph, T. L., Iron blast-furnace
reactions. U. S. Bur. Mines. Tech. Paper NO. 391, p. 56 (1927).
5 Johnson, J. E. The physical action of the blast furnace. Trans.
Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. v. 36, p. 472 (1906).
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sufficiently a t t his time to drive off t he C02 and it s till retai ns
the orig inal ha rdness and abras ive

~ro~erti e s

,

which it had whe n char ged.

This, t h erefore, ca lls f o r a ref rac t or y wh ich i s har d a nd tough to give
maximum resist ance to t he a bra s ion.
The r ema i n i ng condi t ion in thi s a rea which mi ght be a contributory caus e f or f a ilure is t hat of spalline .

Refra ct ories for thi s

area should be burne d ha r d to convert the iron pre s ent t o some form of
ir on s ilica te if poss ibl e, and this means t h at co nsider abie vi tri fica tion
will have been produce d in the re fract ory and considerabl e gl a ss f or med,
especially if' lower gr ade cl ays a re used.

The refra ctories woul d ,

t herefore, be sensi ti ve to r ap id th ermal changes.

At times during cold,

wet we a t her the ore and limestone charged may be high in moisture content
and when this portion of the charge comes in contact wi t h t he refractories
of the hot lining, severe s pall ing conditions will be encountered which
would cause the refractories to crack and break off before the ultimate
we ar had be en r eceived from the lining .

There are, .then, in this area

t wo opp osing cond itions which demand opposite physical propert i es from
the refra ctories:

to withstand spalling they must not be vitrified

and glassy; to resist ca rbon deposition they must have been burned sufficiently ha rd to convert the iron to iron silicate.
refractori es it is

im~os sible

With first quality

to satisfy both of these

re quir~ments,

because of lower grade clay which forms a thermally sensi ti ve glass
before the conversion of' iron to iron silicate occurs.
From an

in~ection

of' the physical

pro~rties'of

hard burned,

super duty brick, however, it is evident that this brick is unusually
well suited to withstand the service in this area.

They are first of
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all made of' caref'ul1y selected f'lint clays which are usually low in
iron and othe r impurities.

Since they are l ow in iron, they are

inherently resistant to the deposition of' carbon.

The hard burning

which they receive is an additional step whi ch increases the resistance
and greatly fortifies them to wi thstand the service encountered in this
area.

d isinte gr ~' tion

Proof' of t h is unusual resistance to

may be found

in Figure 21, which shovJS a sample of this material subjected to a
highly concentrated a tmosphere of' CO for 200 hours at 865 0 F.

This

is not the result of only one test but many have been run on different
samples of this type of brick and in every case its resistance to
disintegration h a s been remarkable.
The hard firing wh ich hard burned, super duty brick receive gives
them very great resistance to abrasion so that t hey can well resist
the wearing action of the descending burden a s wel l as the impact of
the charge as it drops from the bell.
It is difficult to g ive numeric al figures on spalling resistance
from a rel atively small number of tests.

Also, it is difficult to

use standard A.S.T.M. Tests for spa11ing to evaluate the brick to be
used in the top section of a blast furnace.

Standard A.S.T.M. '1

deSignation C122-40 prescribes a high degree of preheat for the ref'ractories to be tested before the samples are actually spalled in the
procedure.

The high de gree of vitrification developed by the preheat

is not developed in the refractories in service in the top inwal1 area
and, therefore, the standard test can be misleading.
? American Society f'or Testing Materials Standards.
Part II, p. 71.

1940 Supplement.
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In order to get the inherent resistance to spalling of super
duty refractories in comparison to standard "Top Q.ualitytt refractories,
a spec i a l spalling test was adopte d in which the standard spalling
procedure was used , eliminating the preheat .
spalling s was required to produce an
of refractories .

More than one series of

app reciab~

los s in either type

Twelve cycles of spalling are used i n the standard

A. S . T.M. Test while Figure 15 shows the appear ance 'of both types of
brick after being subjected to fifty-nine cycles.

Fig . 15 Column of Standard Top Quali ty
Blast Furnace Re fra ct ory a t the
left shows a 91b loss after being
subjected t o s palling test . The
Hard Burned Super Duty rna teri al
at the right sub jected to the
s ame s pall ing test shows a loss
of only three tenths of one per
cent .
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Hard burned super duty fireclay brick, as shown, displays outstanding resistrulce to spalline.

During the hard firing which the

brick undergoes in manufacture, it becomes exceedingly v',ell bonded by
the action of the heat, but due to its chemical purity, the glass phase
which is developed and which produces the bond is of a high type that
has great resistance to reversible thermal changes, imparting high
spalling resisting properties to the brick.

Therefore, less cracking

and breaking of super duty refractories may be expected than is usually
found in brick used to line this portion of the furnace.
The distance below the stock line to which this brick can be
economically used : is, of course, a variable d,epending upon the average
conditions which exist in any given blast furnace.

Some furnaces give

more trouble 'in this area than others and in making definite recommendations as to the extent of this area it should best be worked out with
the operators with regard to the severity of the s'e rvice in the particular furnace under consideration.
MIDDLE INWALL

In the middle inwall section of the furnace a somewhat different set of conditions probably exist.

In this area the temperatures

on t .h e face of the refractory may vary between 2400 0 F. in the lovier
part of the section to 1600° F. in the upper part.

These temperatures

are not excessive and it is usually noticed that the lining is not
quite as badly worn in this area as it is above and below it, although
this is by no means found to be the case in every ' lining.

Even though

the temperatures may not be considered excessive there is ample evidence
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that considerable r eaction has taken place between the slag and the
refractories at the interface.

The brick usually used in this section

are not Quite as refractory as those used farther down in the stack
and, therefore, could be expected to become soft and chemically reactive at somewhat lower temperatures.

It is Quite conceivable at

tim.es, because of uneven stock di stribution, that channeling of the
hot gases takes place, and parts of the lining in this area may
temporarily become quite hot.

This would accelerate the chemical re-

action between the slag and the refractories.

During this action,

the slag may stick to the refractory lining and during subsequent
operation this portion of the lining may cool down, thus, freezing the
slag in place on the refractories.

If the bonding of the slag to the

refractories is strong enough this scab may remain in place, actually
protecting the lining until some tim.e vrhen conditions again are such
that the temperatures are great enough to melt off the scab,thus,
again subjecting the lining to the slag and vlearing conditions of the
furnace.

Both conditions of slag action and abrasion probably exist

in this zone of the furnace and each do their share ofdestru{ltion to
the lining, gradually wearing it away.
After the lining has been in operation for a time and has been
worn back to some extent, there is evidence that other action~ have
been taking place which affect the ultimate li1'e of the refractories
in this zQne.
There is a zone in the refractory lining back some twelve; to
fourteen inches from the face where, due to the temperature grfdient
i

through the brick, the temperature drops to between 700 0 F. and 900 0 F.,
whiCh was seen above to be the temperature where disintegratio* due to
I
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carbon monoxide takes pla ce.

Over a period of time the rlefractories

in this area crack and break up due to this carbon deposition.

Eventually

the lining wears back to the point where this diSintegration fir:5t
took place.

As it wears back further disintegration takes place back

toward the shell of the furnace, so that from this time on the wearing
surface consists of a broken and cracked lining which may in places be
easily eroded away, and the failure of the lining greatly accelerated.
The best means of overcoming this action is by the use of refractories
which have better than average resistance to disintegration.

This means

refractories low in iron, and burned hard enough to rna,Ire tljem immune to
carbon monoxide.
Another action which has been receiving attention recently and
which has been connnented upon by several investigt'.1.tors8 · 9, is the
increase in alkali content of the refractories found in the lining at
the end of a campaign.

Analysis of these refractories disclose that

they contain as much as 10% to 13% alkalies which, of course, are
serious fluxes to refractories.

This perhaps may not always occur in

such large amounts but tha.t there is evidence of this action can hardly
be denied.

These alkalies may be introduced into the furnace through

the ore and the coke and subsequently be released and volatilized in
the furnace so that they are forced into the lining, where they cool
i

below their sublimation temperature and solidify in the brick.
8 Kraner, H. M. Refractories service conditions in the blast furnace.
J • . Amer. Oeram. Soc., v. 25, p. 311-320 (1942).
9 Hurst, T. L. Slag action of alkalies on refractories. Amer. Ref.
Inst. Tech. Bull. NO. 75 (J'uly 1940).
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As the lining wears back the refractory portion of the lining
i

which has become saturated with alkalies becomes exposed to the direct
action of the heat.

The melting point of the refractories is con-

siderably reduced due to the impregnation of the alkali salts, and the
brick surface is no longer able to withstand as high temperatures as
1 t would when originally ins taIle d in the furnace.

It can, the refore ,

be seen that, at the temperatures which have prevailed in this zone,
more reaction means an acceleration of lining wear.
In this zone it would, therefore, seem logical that the application
of a higmr quality refractory would offer promise of longer life •
. Missouri Super Duty Refractories have the physical properties which
seem to be desirable.

They are low in iron, vihich indicates high

resistance to disintegration.

This is borne out by Figure 25 which

shows the disintegration test on this type brick.

While not as good

as hard burned, super duty, it still has excellent resistance to this
action (Compare Figure 21).
Super Duty Brick are burned sufficiently hard to withstand the
abrasive action of this zone of the furnace and compare very favorably
wi th bri ck which are regularly used 1'0 r furnaces in this respect.

A

comparison of this resistance may be obtained from the numerical
resistance-to-abrasion figure (see Table II).
In the matter of alkali penetration which reduces the P.C.E.
value of the brick, it appears quite evident that the application of
brick such as this is a step in the right direction.

This can readily

be seen by comparing the true porosity after 2912° F. reheat as given
in Table II for the various inwall quality

f~re

brick.

TheI bri ck are
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dense because of the proper grain sizing, deairing and extreme pressure
applied during the forming operation.

Therefore, there are le s s voids

in the brick to be saturated vfith the volatile alkalies and, the P.C.E.
value VIould not be reduced as much as would be the case in more porous
brick.

There is also an a dded benefit in the fact that t h e

p.e.E.

value

of super duty brick is high er to be gin with than brick ordinarily used
in this zone of the furnace.

Since the P.C.E. value is higher, it can

suffer the action of the fluxing alkalies and still be a more refractory
brick than is the case under the same conditions when present blast
furnace brick are used.

If it is less affected by the alkalies, longer

life of this zone of the furnace could be expected by their use.
LOWER INWALL

The lower inwall often, but not always, shows the greatest signs
of wear in the stack.

No one has as yet definitely plotted all the

various conditions which exist in this zone of the furnace.

Any

attempt to enumerate the reactions which take place in this zone and
to determine the extent to wh ich they t ake place will unquestionably
meet with much contradiction.

It is not our intention to talk in

specific terms concerning it.

There is sufficient evidence available

to indicate that considerable chemical reaction takes place between the
various slags produced and the refractories used to line the furnace.
The temperatures in this zone are very high which, of course, : is a
condition which accelerates the chemiaal attack of the fire brick,
through the increase in liquid phase of the refractory.

Observation

of refractories taken a short distance frpm the exposed face 07 slag

face of linings in this area have shol'm the presence of ne pheIi te
or albite, along with a pp recio.ble amounts of anorthite and, in some
cases, gehlenite f'ormed in the interstitial areas around '"Jell developed
mullite !tislands".

'rhis, of course, is an indication of the reactivity

of the glassy portion of the brick matrix with the blast furnace slags,
which at the temperatures encountered in this area forn a very soft,
fluid slag.

'l'lds mixture of slag and glassy phase of the brick reacts

and being soft and fluid washes aV:fay the more refractory flint grains
on the face of the refractory which had not before been completely
dissolved.

The flint grains which have been largely altered to ex-

tremely fine grained mullite crystals are more resistant to the chemical reaction of the slags, and if t he whole brick produced a mineral
pattern the same as the flint grains the brick should have considerably
more lasting qualities in this area.
It is necessary here to refer back to the photo micrographs of
the thin sections of the refractories 1:'"hich had been heated in the
laboratory to

vel~

high temperatures in the absence of any contaminat-

ing slags or minerals.

It was noted that the less refractory brick

showed a greater proportion of rather clear glass, while the hard
burned, super duty brick through the flint grains showed a rather continuous opaque section and indicated a very low glass content , which,
if it softened at all, would be very viscous and extremely unlikely
to be as reacti VB chemically as the more fluid glass which would occur
in less refractory brick.

There is almost undisputable evidence that

it is the glassy portion of t he brick whi ch is the least desirable
under these conditions, indicating that brick of higher flint content
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would naturally be more resistant to t he action of t he slags in this
area.
Hugill, Ainsworth, and Green lO remark that, "The cl.epth of corrosion
increase as the alumina contents of the products (Brick) tlecrease.

In

this connection it is interestine to note tha t recent wor k by J. R. Raib
and R. Hay on the viscosity of lime-silica-alumina melts shows that
for CaO: Si0 2 ratios varying over a va de range the viscosity increases
as the alumina content increases".

From their tests it can be seen tha t

there is less corrosion from synthetic blast furnace slags on brick of
hi gher nlumina content.

It also brings out the fact that slags in

general will be more viscous as the alumina content increases, and a
slag which has greater viscosity Vl ill be less corrosive than one of
nearly the same composition with less viscosity.
While this is a more or less acedemic approa ch to an analysis of
what conditions exist and what reactions take place in this area, it is
also worth while to look at the question from a more practical point of
view.

It is probably impossible, as Sweetserll indicates, to make

laboratory tests that mean anything definite in connection with blast
furnace operation.
furnace.

The final answer is found only by trying it in the

But there are other indications that throw some light on it,

such as the service of super duty brick in the bottom of a malleable
iron furnace.

In respect to the corrosive action of slags and the

10 Hugill, W., Ainsworth, R. L., & Green, A. T. The action of slags
on refractory materials. Iron & Steel Institute (BritiSh) Spec.
Report No. 26, p. 356 (1939).
11 Sweetser, OPe cit, p. 162.

resistance of refractories to it, s uper duty brick have established
a v ery excellent record in checkers and in the port linings of gl a s s
tanks.

In this s ervice very corrosive, l ow melting gl asses a re

deposited upon the brick and , as is the u s ua l ca se, a ttack the bond
clay first, floa ting out the more refra ctory flint clays .

It was for

this service that the hard burned , supe r duty refractory was ori g inally
developed Clnd the many successful installations of them is materia l
evidence of their satisfa ctory economical service.

If ha rd burned,

super duty brick are so outstanding in this service it should a lso
have good resistance to blast furna ce slags which may be cons idered
the city cousins of this g l as s tank slag .
Because, then, of the additional refra ctorines s of super duty brick
over regular hearth and bosh quality, because of t he density of hard
burned, super duty brick wh ich will resist the penetration of slags and
permeating vapors, as well a s the high mineral development of mulli te
which it :posse sses, we feel that its use is particularly well adapted
to the lower portion of the sta ck a nd believe it will justify its
use in additional service.

BOS'H

The same cond itions of service exist in the bosh area as a re
found in the lower inwa1 l up fifteen to twenty feet from the mantel.
The action upon the brick in all probability is t h e same as t ha t in
the zone above but in all probability t h is action is g reatly retarded
by the very high rate of cooling which is derived from the cooling
plates used in this zone.

At the end of a furnace campaign the bosh

section is usually pretty well worn and requires a complete replacement,
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but it is seldom tha t a furnace is blown out bec ause of a f a ilure of
the rei're,ctories here.
Since the heat treatment which the refractories receive is
severe in the bosh it is believed tha t t he use of super-duty brick
is justii'ied, but regular f ired, super duty brick should be sa tisfactory to wi thsta nd t h is service a s t he extreme he at should form a
highly developed mineral pattern in service.
duty Qu a lity b :cick i s more

re:~'ra ctory

The resula r burn, super

than that of standard Hea rth

a nd Bosh Q,u ali ty and , therei'ore, should off er a ereater f a ctor of
safety and make th e bosh a rea laflt longer, to e qual the longer campai gns
wh ich should be derived from the use · of higher qua lit y br ick t h roughout the lining .
HEARTH
The refra ctories in the he a rth of the furna ce have some of the
service conditions which ex ist h i Vler in the furna ce, although the
temperature may not be a s g rea t a s in the s ection above the tuyeres.
The s lag action on the refractories in the hearth may be somewhat more
concentra ted a t t hi s point where the sl ag a ccumula tes and floa:s on
to p 01' the iron ba tch but t here p erhaps has not been suf ficient da t a
accumula ted to differenti a te a ccura tely between t he slag action at this
point and at points

hi ~ler

in the sta ck.

There is unquestiona bly s ome

difference in servi ce because the temperatures a re some vvhat lower and
there i s a cert a in amount of water cooling of the rei'ractori es, and
because the slag has been somewhat more "sa tisfied" by an increased
content of alumina vvhich it has acquired by coming in contaot with
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refra ctories a s it Ci escended through the stack.

During part of the

period betwa en casts t he refractories are somewhat protected frof.1 the
radiated heat in the tuyere section above by being covered by the iron
and the slag which is floating on top of the iron.

This protection

from radiated heat is more tha n might ordinarily be expecteaunless
defini te experience h8 s been ha d with the effect of radiated heat.
Because of the relatively thin lining and the water cooling of
the hearth jacket it is our opinion that the use of

regul a~

burn, super

duty refractories in this area to be both desirable and economical,
and will tend to balance the increased service from ,th e higher

~uali ty

refractories used higher in the furnace.

BOTI'OM
The service condi tions of the bottom are probably dHferent from
any other part of the furnace as far as the refractories are concerned.
It is considered by some operators tha t the bottom refractories are more
important than any other part of the furnace because, in their particular
furnaces trouble more often takes place here than other zones.

This,

of course, is not universal and many operators nevJ:lr experience any
difficulty with bottom refractories at all, and,seldom if ever experience
break outs in this zone.
It is significant, however, that refractories used in this section
of the furnace are equal to the most refractory used in blast furnace
linings.

Little information seems to be available about ,the actual con-

di tions which are encountered in this section of the furnace.

We have

no record of information as to the rate of wear of the refractories in
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the bottom as we have in the case of the stack and our knowledge has
largely only come from observation of the refractories wh ich were left
in the bottom at the end of a campaign.

There have been many expressions

as to what probably happens to the bottom during the campaign of a furnace
but little information is o.efini tely in the record.

There have been many

discussions as to just what pe rcentage of the bottom is worn out and
what percentage, if ally, floats out but very little. of positive evidence
is available.

Some will contend heatedly th at many of the blocks in

the bottom become loose because of one reason or another and are forced
out of position and then float to the surface of the iron where they
are eventually dissolved by the slag and leave the furnace through the
.slag notch in solution.

Whether it is actually true or not, it is

true that there are potential conditions in the furnace which could
easily cause it to happen.

With the trend towards la.rger furnaces

which has developed wi thin the last twenty-five years the furnace
bottoms have, of course, become proportionately larger.
This means that there is less opportunity for the refractories in
the center of the hearth to cool themselves by conduction of the heat
to the surrounding ground and the cooling castings to be dissipated.
As a re sul t, there is a gradual build-up of heat in the bottom which
has an import an t, if not serious, effect upon the refractories.

It

may be serious enough th at if the blocks do not possess to a high
degree the most desirable physical properties, they may be the direct
cause for a failure of the bottom.

The physical properties which are

important with respect to bottom service are permanency of volume,
refractoriness aDd density to say nothing of uniformity of size and
symetry.
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The fact th ~t the bottom is not able to dissipate the he a t to
which it is subjected as is the c a se in the bo 811 area is , of course ,
the reason for the l ar g e a mount of refractories \<.[hich is used in the
bottom.

rrhe hea t tre a tment v.nich these refractories receive is tremen-

dous a s is evidenced by the a ppearance of what is left at ' the end of
a campa ign.

lihen the block s are put into the furna ce, they have a

porosi ty of from 16 to

m per cent and a t the end of the campaign the

brick twelve inches ba ck from the "JJorkinr.; f a ce, and farther, h a ve
absolut ely zero porosity.
has taken pla ce.

rfilis me a ns th a t one of t wo thing s or both

Either the voids have been filled vri th iron or

other vaporous elements which h2.ve s oldified in t h e voids of the clay
mass, or t he block which has softened, has been sO compressed ' due to the
pressure which exists on t hem that the void s are completely elimina ted.
If the latter were entirely true it 1Hould. mean th 3.t the v ol ume of t he
block would have been reduced appro ximately one-fifty which would be
considerable shrinkage from the orig inal volume.

If the actua l f a cts

were known it probably would be found that some of both actions take
pla ce.

It is knovm tha t the refractories in the bottom a re subjected

to very hi gh pre s sures an d v:hen it is considered that the refractories
a re plastic some di st an ce back of the working face , it can easily be
conceived th at the brick could b e compressed to zero porosity.

It is

also known tha t there is s ome deposition of free quartz in the bottom
blocks which probably come from quartz which has been vaporized in the
furnace conditions and entered the brick as vapor and solidified.
Alkalis act in the same way and, therefore, the closer a block
approache s zero porosity when installed the less will be the shrinkage
or compression of the bottom blocks in service.

I
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Super Duty Refractories are very dense and would permit less
penetration of vaporous alkalies and also would have less volume shrinkage in the attaining of zero porosity.

Comput ~tion

has shown that there

is actually 24'fo less potential volume shrinkage in super duty refractories than in many refractories now used in bottoms.

This volume

reauction of the brick is often referred to as shrinkage but in reality
it is actually compre ssion and, therefore , it is well to have a refractory
which is resistant to compression under load and super duty refractories
are better than ordinary refractories in this respect, especially under
strong reducing conditions which exist in the blast furnace.
Another physical property which has some bearing on the permanency
of volume as well as upon the rate of vvear of the bottom is refractoriness.

A brick Which is more refractory

wi~

be less plastic and,

therefore, will be 1B ss inclined to be compressed to ·zero porosity · and
will have a tendency to retain its original volume for a loneer period
of time.

Super Duty Refractories are more refracto.ry than other blast

furnace refractories and, therefore, should more nearly meet the re quirements of brick for this service.
The rate of wear of the bottom depends upon some of the same
factors brought out above in considera tion of the refractories for the
lower stack such as the development of the glassy phase of the brick
and its subsequent chemical reaction with slag.

In the bottom of the

furnace the evidence indicates that there is a constant movement of the
iron in the salamander.
up in the iron.

This may be caused by convection currents set ·

If this is so, then, it seems probable that this

convection movement carries part of the slag down with it where it
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reacts with the refra ctori e s to form low mel tinr!, complex a lUlnina
Silica tes, (VlNa 20.XCaO.YAl203 . ZSi02).

Samr.iles t ake n froJ:1 t he bottoms

of furnaces ind ica te t h i s to be true.

Large, well developed anorthite

crys t a ls ha ve been ident ified a t the reaction face between

the sal a -

mander and refractories in very deep' formed salamanders which indicates
tl~t

calcium of the slag on the surface of the iron has been ca rried

down to the bottom of t he salamander and reacted wi th the proper constituents of the brick to form anorthite (CaO •.A120:3 02Si02 ).

AnorthHe

can be readily formed by reaction of calcium Vii th fire clay because
in a high g rade fire clay, irrespective of some free quartz and some
alka li irnpuri tie s which may be present, the clay substance is already
largely combined in the proper proportion of alumina and silica

(Al2 0 3 2~i02).

It is, therefore, necessary to have a hard burn of the

refractories to form as great an amount of mullit e

(3~03

28i0 2 ) grains

as possible to cut down the corrosiG>n of the alumina and silica molecules which is caused in the formation of anorthite.

These grains

should be st be small a nd, many of them rather than few, well developed
crystals.
From every consideration of the possible reactions and conditions
which occur in this section of the blast furnace, it appears that the
consideration of super duty fire clay refractories is justified.

There

may be a question of whether the hard-fired type is required for the
whole bottom as it may be that due to the slow wear of the bottom, the
brick are fired to a maximum in service and, thus, the hard burning
might be produced in service.

If this is the case, it hardly seems

justified to pay for the additional burning when it can be accomplished
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in service at little cost .

But E),side from this point of view , there

should be little question as to the f a ct that super dut y br ick should
be employed in. this section .
Conclusions :
From t h e !!lany tests wh ich have been run on Mi ssouri Super Duty
Brick , compa ring them with standa rd blast furna ce refractories , it
can readily be seen that the better physi cal prope rties which the se
super duty brick posse ss indicate that they a re more suitable to withstand the a ction of blas t furna ce service .

Be cause of these better

physi cal properties, longer blast furnace campai gns should be possible,
and a lthough t he cost of an installation 1tlOuld be somewhat greater
it should readily prove economica l and .would act as insurance, assuring
safer and longer operation on any given campa i Gn .
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Fig . 16

of
Fl.· g. 17 - Resistance to CO0ty

"A" Inwall

Quall.

I

~

Resist ance to CO "
o f " " 4.~
;d x 9 x 18
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Fig. 18 - Resistance to
CO of "A" Top
Q,u ality

Fig. 19 - Resistance to CO of
"B" Inwct11 Q,u a1i ty

47 .

Fig. 20 - Resistance to
CO of "Bit Hearth
& Bosh Q)1ality

Fig. 21 - Resistance to CO of
Hard Burned, Super
Duty, Missouri fire
brick.
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Fi g . 22 - Resistance to CO
of 4<- x 9 X 18"
hard burned super
duty fire brick

Fig. 23 - Resistance to CO of
"Aft Hearth &; Bosh
Q,u ality
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Fig. 24 - Resistance to
CO of Missouri
First Q.uality
fire brick

Fig. 25 - Resistance to CO of
Regular Burn, Super
Duty ,Missouri fire
brick
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I Fi g .

26 - Polished Section
of Super Duty,
Missouri fire brick
Before Rehe a t
2X

Fig. 27 - Polished Section of
Hard Burned, Super Duty
Missouri fire brick
Before · Reheat
2X
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28 - Polished Section
of Super futy
Missouri f ire
brick ( 4.\ x 9
x 18") B~fore
Reheat 2X

. I

F i g . 29 - Polished Section of
Hard Burned, Super
futy, Mi ssouri fire
brick (4~
x 9 x 18")
"Before Reheat 2X

., " .

,':... . .
.- -,

.. . ..........
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Fig. 30 - Polished Section
of "A" Inwall
Q.u ality fire
brick Before
Reheat - 2X

Fig. 31 - polished Section of "A"
Hearth & Bosh Quality
fire brick Before Reheat - 2X
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Fig . 32 - Polished Section
of "Elf Hearth &
Bosh ~uality f ire
brick Befor.- e He he at - 2X

I

Fig. 33 - Polished Section of
"B" Inwall Q.u ali ty
fire brick Before
Reheat - 2X
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Fig . 34 - Polished Section
of Missouri First
~ua1i ty fire
brick Before Reheat - 2X

Fig . 35 - Polished Section of
Missouri Super Duty
Inwall Q.u ali ty fire
brick After Reheat
2X
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Fig . 36 - Polished Section
of Hard Burne d ,
Super Duty
Missouri Inwall
Q.u ali ty fire
brick After Reheat - 2X.

Fig. 37 - polished Section of
Super Duty Missouri
fire brick (41 x 9
x 18") After Reheat
2X
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Fig. 38 - Polished Section
of Har d Burned ,
Super Dut y
:Mis s ouri fire
brick ( 4;t;- x 9
x 18") Aft er
Reheat - 2X

Fig. 39 - polished Section of '
itA" Inwall Qua lity
fire brick After
Reheat - 2X
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Fi g . 40 - Pol i shed Section
of "A" Hearth &
Bosh Qualit y fire
brick After Reheat - 2X

I
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Fig . 41 - Polished Section of
"B" Hearth & Bosh
Qua lity fire brick
After Re heat
2X

. , t"
~- ' .

".

I
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Fig . 42 - Polished Section
of "B" Inwall
Q.uality fire
brick After
Reheat - 2X

Jfig. 43 - Polished Section of

Mi s :30uri First Q.u ali t y
fire brick After
Reheat - 2X

I
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Fig. 44

of
Fig. 45 - po1iSh~d S~ ction
x 18")
ttBtt (42 x eat _ 2X
Before Reh

- Po

lished Sec tion

x 9
of "Aft (4;1,.
B
x 18 ft ) Before
Reheat - 2X
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l

Fig . 46 - Polished Se ction

I

of "C" (4~ x 9
x 18 ft ) Before

Reheat - 2X

:ng.

47 - Polished Section of
"Art (4~ x 9 x 18 1f )

After Rehea t - 2X

61.

Fi g . 48 - Polished Section
of "Btt (4~ x 9 x
18") Afte~ Rehea t - 2X

Fig . 49 - Polished Se ction of
tIC" (4f2" x 9 x 18")
After Reheat - 2X
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